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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

1.0 Description
Angle Broom.
Constructed of flagged synthetic fibers and vinyl coated
metal handle.

2.0 Intended Use
Is ideal for cleaning hard-to-reach areas, for sweeping
dust and debris; excellent to retail stores, foodservice,
offices and general purpose.

3.0 Construction
Gray Fiber / Black Handle. The handles are made of
metal and coated with black vinyl.

4.0 Packaging and Marking
Packaging:
Each broom comes protected with a poly sleeve.
- 12 handles in an external box
Marking: Use ACS Number: B410A
ACS brand or private label is available for this product.

5.0 Directions for Use
- Chose a broom.
Smoother floors can get by with synthetic brooms.
Choose a broom with an angled edge for cleaning under
cabinets and in tight spaces.
- Find a Starting Place.
When sweeping a room, there are a couple of different
methods. Some people like to walk the perimeter of a
room, sweeping from the edges into a pile in the center.
Others like to begin at one end of the room and move to
the other pulling the dirt pile along with them, or
eliminating the pile in sections. Choose a method and
starting point that works for you.
- Start Sweeping.
Sweeping isn't a difficult motion to master, but try to
keep continuous contact with the floor, without pressing
the broom strands down into the floor. Begin on a
section of floor away from your body and gently drag the
broom towards your body. You can use short quick
motions or long sweeping motions. Choose whichever
best fits your sweeping style.

Property Value

Length: 54 ” (+/- ½”)

Width: 7/8” (+/- 1/16”)

-Sweep Up Your Dirt Pile.
Sweep dirt into a pile. Sweep the dirt pile into a dust pan
and then deposit it in the trash. Be careful not to dump
the dirt too quickly, causing dust and dirt to billow back
into your face, or onto your clean floor.
-Put Away Supplies.
Put away all of your supplies and be sure to clean your
broom if needed. Hang your broom to prevent the
bristles from becoming bent or damaged.

6.0 Properties

7.0 Quick Facts
- The angle broom replaces manual labor and hand
brooms, and can clean a small or large area with less
effort and in less time.
- The metal handle is more durable that wood handle.
- One main advantage of plastic brooms is they reveal
minimal soiling as they are washable.
- The plastic fibers are softer than corn fiber; this allows
the broom to be able to sweep very fine dusts.

8.0 Environmental commitment

- ACS is certified in ISO 9001:2015

- Plant is operating under PROFEPA environmental
regulations.

Note: Due to the properties of the material  and variable conditions of use, there may be variations in the specifications. Please contact ACS with any questions about the product.
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